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Congratulations on being one of only a small number of people to get hold of this PDF. That’s correct I have
limited the distribution of this PDF for reasons that will become immediately clear as you continue reading. So
please do me a favour; please don’t share as doing so may impact the method for you and me.

You Need to Apply This… Starting Today
The following report will become the basis of planned High Ticket coaching… I.e what I outline in this
PDF will cost $497 next month. So please listen carefully, apply this method and keep it to yourself.

First of all let me begin by asking you one very simple question – Why are you reading this PDF?
1. Is it because you want to make a quick buck online?
2. Or do you want to build an evergreen, passive income online?

In this PDF I’ll explain how to develop #2… while making money all the time.
Now, everything you find in this PDF is fluff free, condensed and straight to the point… yes this PDF
is pretty short but believe me, what I’ll show you is very, very powerful… and it works

It works for me, and it will work for you… if you apply it.

First; let me summarise the business model… then I will show you some results.

You will need.
#1. A Blog (needs to be in an area that has a lot of products to promote)
#2. Specific High Quality Posts (More on this in a moment & Yes you could use BLOOOM)
#3. Hidden ‘Trade off Page’
#4. Targeted Traffic to Post

And it works like this
A commission ‘Trade off’ magnet – Post pre-selling the trade-off magnet – Traffic to post.

The result
#1. You build anticipation, a following, authority and above all you make money
#2. Each time you do it you are building and compounding the authority of your blog
#3. You are able to cross promote multiple offers
#4. As well as the promoted posts you make money passively from previous posts
#5. Your posts begin to rank organically enabling you to profit passively from organic traffic. I.e.
browsers who just happened to see your post in Google or Bing

Now before I go any further let me share some results with you…
The image below shows affiliate commissions earned over the last 7 days from Warrior Plus (W+), all
of which are directly attributed to this method. Notice all tracking ID (TID) states blog / blog2.

The Last 7 Days – Results

And this one (the screen shot below) shows commission received by me from JVZoo products over
the same 7 day period, using the very same method.

The results you see above are not unusual… I use the same process most days and could take a
screen shot of earnings at any point which would show very similar results.

Important: I guess it is important to point out the obvious here… I am established and therefore it is
easier for me to drive traffic and potentially make more than many of you reading this PDF right now.

Yes that is true, but only initially… If you do this you will start small (but you will make money)… and
as you continue to do this you will make more and more.
And after you have done this for a little while, then you will start to see commissions flooding your
PayPal even when you don’t post on complete ‘Passive’ Autopilot.

Actually, as I sit here typing away I noticed 4 commission payments pop up in my email folder.
$65.45 in passive commission in the last 14 minutes… and I haven’t posted anything yet today.

Step1
As I’m sure you will have guessed by now that the process revolves around having a blog. You will
need your own self hosted blog.

What does that mean?




You will need to buy a domain
You will need hosting
And you will need to set up WordPress on your domain / hosting.

These are the basic requirements for pretty much any online business. You can find information on
buying domains, setting up hosting and installing WordPress pretty much anywhere, Google it.

If you own BLOOOM (my Content extraction Plugin) you will find all the basic instruction videos in
the member’s area. I suggest though that if you do not already have hosting that you look for a
package which includes cPanel (Setting up everything with cPanel is very easy – and perfect for nontechies like me)

Your Blog
Your Blog needs to be based on/around a niche in which people buy many products.
For example.






Make Money Online / Business Opportunities
Weight loss
Fitness / bodybuilding
Lifestyle
Survival

Etc., etc.… I’m sure you get the idea. Basically you want to be able to write a post share it and make
money so you need people to be consistently buying new products.

For example: Mine is based around (MMO)… Make money online: http://markbishop.net/
And we all know that people by many products in this niche

The name (domain name) isn’t really of great importance… as you can see I have my name which is
good for authority in the niche I operate in… but if you are targeting a different niche this may be
different.

Step 2
Posts: the process centres on specific posts… there really isn’t anything too complicated about the
posts other than they basically pre-sell what I call the Magnet.
So to summarise… think of each post you make as being a pre-sell (I’ll call them the ‘Lead’)
Now you probably got hold of this PDF through this Lead: http://markbishop.net/2018/01/29/blogpost-trick-makes-316-45-per-day/
I.e. the post on the blog.

The post / Lead essentially presold the very PDF you are reading now. However, rather than just preselling the Magnet that post is also compounding the power / authority of my blog over-all. The
more you do this then the bigger and more influential your blog and following will grow.
Posts like this because they are unique will also start to rank organically… driving more and more
visitors to your site, which will make you more and more money.

Example…

Perhaps the best part of using a post like this is the fact that it is not specific to any one thing you
choose to promote… more on that in a minute.

Post Content
The content as mentioned is a pre-sell for the Magnet… So you will need a Magnet in place or at
least a good idea for one before you write you Lead post…
I’ll talk about the Magnet next… but for anyone wondering about a quick way of doing this whole
thing let me remind you – many of you probably already have my content extraction Plugin called
BLOOOM

Use BLOOOM to extract great content from inside YouTube videos specific to your niche. Then
expand on the content.

For example I extracted two posts using BLOOOM which could have been used for this method.

http://markbishop.net/2017/11/17/how-to-make-money-with-clickbank-without-a-website-in-2017plan-1/
http://markbishop.net/2017/12/11/how-to-make-money-with-clickbank-without-a-website-in-2017plan-2/

Each post could be tailored to fit this method
For example Plan #2 (second post above) talks about how to make money promoting affiliate
products through the use of Webinars

This could quite easily be used as the Lead post with a little tweak here and there (see how below / Magnet)
The point here is these post were extracted from one YouTube Video using BLOOOM. If you already
own BLOOOM then you already know this will work… follow the Magnet section in this PDF and
you’re in business ;)

If you don’t yet have BLOOOM you can get it with a nice big Discount by clicking the following link and applying
the discount code you see directly beneath the link on the checkout page

GET BLOOOM – CLICK HERE
Use the following code on the checkout page to get 30% off

Code: mark-30off

Magnet
So let’s talk about the Magnet…

As I’m sure you already know, the PDF you are reading right now is a Magnet. You read the Lead
post (on my Blog), the post inspired you enough to want this PDF, and as such you did either one or
two of the following things…




You commented on the post
You purchased a product I recommended in order to receive this PDF (I call this the tradeoff)

Hint: I always ask people to comment first as engagement / comments helps search engines establish the
value of content. So each time someone comments on my post it is helping my blog gain authority and
increase organic exposure.

e.g.

So the Magnet… what can it be?
Well of course for me this part is relatively easy as I have been making money online for years, so I
always have something I can document. But if we go back to something I hinted at when I talked
about BLOOOM and the posts I produced with the plugin.

All I would have had to do was






Extract the content as I did.
Then Google the Webinar method and detailed it… an expansion to the content if you like.
Produced one big piece of content detailing the whole method
Then turned it all into a PDF (The Magnet)
Taken parts of it and used it as the lead post

So in this scenario the lead post acts as a teaser and in order to get access to the whole thing your
reader needs to comment (not all will). And then click the button at the bottom of the post which
takes them to the hidden page.

Note: It is important to deliver real value in both your post and your Magnet. It is impossible to please everyone, but you
should do your very best to provide value and have your customers think that buying that product to get your Magnet was
worth their time and money… hopefully right now you feel the I have provided real value in this PDF.

Hidden Page
Well the fact that you are reading this PDF right now indicates that you should have passed through
my Hidden Page.

Essentially all the Hidden Page is, is a separate page with a set of instructions and a recommended
product. I.e the potential customer will need to purchase the product you recommend on the hidden
page in order to receive your Magnet

Here is one of mine:
http://4-u.co/how-to-get-access-to-daily-profit-blog-trick/
Feel free to copy and edit to fit your own Magnet and any offer you choose to promote.

Promo Trick
So the fact that your lead and your magnet are not specific to one particular product means that
once set up it can be used over and over.

And for the very same reason it means that the product you ask your potential customers to
purchase in order to get access to your Magnet can be switched at a moment’s notice.

I have personally been able to promote 3 different products in one day and land on leaderboard for
all three

Everyone’s Happy
Not everyone will be happy… some people simply want something for nothing, those are also
‘usually’ the same people who do nothing with any training they receive access to…

But on the whole and providing you deliver value most people will be far happier buying one product
to receive your magnet than they are if you just bombard them with offer after offer with nothing
more than a bunch of junk bonuses.

Traffic
Of course you need traffic in order to make this work… and basically any traffic source you can think
of is going to work. Let me give you some examples…
Lets start with the way I do it.

My System
Part1
#1. I have my social channels set up so the first thing I do is share the new blog post on Pinterest, G+,
Twitter… and Facebook

With the Facebook Share… I do it a little differently. First I have my own Facebook page. This one is
mine: https://www.facebook.com/Mark.Bishop.IM/

Be sure to like and follow the page 

Then is share the post from my Facebook page to either a group, my timeline or both…

Why this way? Well because it builds authority on my Facebook page which means as more and
more people see, like and follow my page a compounding effect takes place. I.e. more and more
people will see my new blog posts pop up in their feed as I add them.
Essentially it is leveraging to build another asset (sure you’ll never own it, but it’s worth doing as you
control it)

Part 2
Then I email my list (yes I have a big list, but you don’t need one)… So I mail my list and I send them
all to my blog post… and the blog post (The Lead) does the work.

And if you do have a list and find that mailing for affiliate product after product on an almost daily
basis is landing half your emails in Spam this one thing will reverse that.

Because you are not sending promotional emails… what you are doing is sending people to real
content on a real blog… Believe my spam score has dropped right back down to just above
minimum.

NO List Required
OK so most of you reading this will not have a list… or maybe just a small one and that isn’t a
problem. I wanted to share the way I do it… because, well that is the way I do it. But if you don’t
have a list here’s what to do (Suggestion)

1. Get yourself a Facebook page that fits the niche (like mine for example)
2. Then share your posts on the Facebook page as I do
3. Then Boost each post you share on your FB page

Boosting a FB post will cost you very little and potentially make you a lot… for example if you
budgeted $5 a day for each post the power of the Lead Post and the Magnet will see people clicking
through and buying that product… just to get the Magnet.

Simply post to your FB page… then hit the Blue ‘Boost’ button follow the instructions and watch the
traffic and sales come in.

BTW if you don’t yet have a list you might want to add a bridge page between the blog post and the
hidden page in order to build your list 

Additional traffic sources? Well there are many, and pretty much any traffic source which you may be familiar with is going
to work.

The End
I genuinely hope that you have found this PDF helpful and perhaps enlightening. This method is fun
to work on and all the effort you do put in will stand the test of time and potentially make you
money for years to come.

The more you do this the more you can potentially make!

If you liked this PDF and the method detailed please consider
Subscribing to my YouTube Channel – Click Here
Like & Follow my Facebook Page – Click Here
Join my FB Mastermind Group – Click Here

Thank you for reading

P.S. Do this and you can promote all this guy’s products and get 100% commission on everything…
which works a treat with this blog method. Click Here and answer 7 questions to get started.

